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IS

C- 1 ( ') 1': D ( ') 1': (,~ ( ') cr )/41 a, a === ""), ' P ~J a, a ===), .p ~ a, a 1':.

H ere the generalized step function 0 (() , a') 0 beys

a > a' }
, 0 :s;: a :s;: 7t ,

a<a

8
·-80- 0 (a , a') === ~ (a , a')

o (a , a') === I

o (a , a') === 0

while the periodic sa\vtooth functions

o :s;: a' < 7t ,

(4· 55)

2:± (a , a') === I", 1: ~ (eiJl(o-O') ± ein(o+o'»)
2 Ttl n=fcO n

2: i- (a , a') === 0 (a , a') - :

ha ye the properties

'~( '\ - ,-, (' )
~ f- a, a ) - ~ "'-J_ a, a

(4,5 6)
2:± (a + 2 7t , a') === 2:± (a , a')

2 2: (a a') === ~ +- (a a') - -~
dcr ' " 1':

~ ~

c ~ ( ') _ /\ ( ') _ c ~ (' )-~--- ..;...J_ a, (j - L...l_ a, (j - - '1 ",;;,..,j i_ a, a .
ccr ' ocr

But no\v Eq. (4.53) and the requiren1ent that

-1, -1, Tt ( ,,, cr' )C41 (a , a ) == - C14 (a, a) == ·~l)- 2:__ (a , a ) - -i:-

Tell us in1mediately that

III Ccr , crt) = Jdcr" :0' Ll, Ccr , crt) (L:_ Ccr", (J t) -:) = Ll_Ccr , crt).

rrhe other eletuents of the inverse matrix are

Ci21(a , a') == - C~/ (a , a') == 2;:' P ~ (a , a')

(4.5 8)

1t

C-1 ( ') - Tt C-1 (') I Jd "C -1 ( ")13 a, a - 2),' P 14 a, a - -2),~ a 14 \ a , a

o

Tt
2

~ ( ')-2-(A-,-P)-2 ",;;,..,j i- a, a

1 1 Tt2C3i (a, a') === - Ci3 (a', a) == .) 2:_ (a , a') .
2 (A, Pt
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The final result for Cij1 is therefore

C -- 1 ( ') 1t
'zj' a, a == A' P •

o

o
x

_ -~~- 2: (~ a')
2A'P _v,

2:;_ (a , a') _ (1'

7t

o

o

~ ~ (a , a')
2

o

~ (a, a')
2

o

o

~ f (a , a') + :

o

o

o

Equation (1.58) can no\V" he used to con1pute the I)irac brackets compatible
\vith the constraints (4.49). 'I'he results are

(4.60 c)

- .)

{x!J. (00) , X" (a')}* = i,~P u!J. (a) ['Lv -t\ g;v (a')] .l":j- (a , a')

+ A~p [AI' - IA~ g;1' (a)] U
V(a') ~_ (a , a')

+ NA~ P (AIL f!jJv (a') _ AV
f!jJ!L (a)) ,

{ g;" (a) , XV (a')}* = (- g!J.'1 +)~~~ iJjJv (a')) ~ (a , a')

+ ~ [- .1:

2

• &>!t (cr) ~+ (a , a') (--- A2 .qjJ" (cr') I,v ), . P)
l~a (A . p)2 it

)"
2

1t'2 N 2 u. ')' ~ , 't'N lL ,,]- . u· (cr) u (cr) '"-J_ (a , u ) - ~IJ It' (a) A .
(A. p)2 A'

The constraints (4.49) are strongly valid in the Dirac bracket system.
We may therefore solve the equations of motion (4.45 a),

(
82 32

) u. 82 .:r~t (,,: , a)
, '~ .) -- ~~ -.,. x· ('r, a) ==-= 4 "( t ) 3() == 0
, C"';" O(j~ / 0 "r - (1 't'--- (j

in the orthonornlal systen1 subject to the boundary conditions C4.45 b). rrhc
n10st general solution consistent vvith the reflection principle (4.22) takes
the forn1

;tJl (- a) == ~- (Qf l
(- -1-- a\) -1- Qll (7 -- u)), \., :2 \ \ ..
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\vhere \ve 111ay identify

as the coordinate of the end of the string. rrhc momenta arc

\vhere

O 'f-t (Cl) =--: ~q~t (8) _ ",1 /Ji)f-t (8 )
""" v-· d8 -N<7 ,0.

(Q"l is often \vritten " })11" in the literature; \ve reserve this syrnbol for the

translation generator (4.29).) By cxanlining

\ve find that the boundary condition

requIres

Q'!l (0 + 27t) -- Q'P (8) == 0 .

Next, \ve notice that the four constraints (4.39) on X!1 and .qlJ~l can be ex
pressed as t\\~O constraints on Qll ,

1(1 == Q,2 (0) == 0

.., P
"',') == /... 0 (0) - 0 ,,~,- == ° .
/~... -- NT:

~ate also that

... 0' 0\ I, . PA·, (') ==='---;---- •'-' / .i\ it

rro find the brackets of Qll (0) c0111patible with the strong constraints
(4.69), \ve insert Eq. (4.62) for xlJ. c-r , (1) into both sides of the Dirac bracket
(4.60 a). i\fter identifying ter111S of the satne functional fornl on hoth sides
of the equation, \ve find that

-( QIl (0) , Q" (O')} === - ~ g!J.'1 E (0 - 0')
\)

-t- (), . P)-l [8/~'l Q'i{(O') - 0' A" Q'~l (0)]

+~~A:~~~ (A
YQ'f' (0) (A · P) Ai' Q'v (0') (), . P) .- A2 Q'i' (0) Q'Y (0')).
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Here we have defined the functions

p (8) === ~_ ~ I eillO
11. n=:pO 7l

(4.72 a) E: (8) === p (8)
8

\vith the periodic properties

p (8 + 2 1t) == P (8)

2 U1t)

(4.72 b) E: (8 + 2 1t) == E: (8) + z

~ (8 + Z 1t) == 0 (8) .

One may verify that all of the brackets (4.60) follow from (4.7 1), (4.62)
and (4.64). The brackets (4.71) are also con1patible \vith the constraints (4. 69).
In fact, it is alTIusing to note that if the " canonical" bracket of Q~L (8) is

taken to be

{ Q~ (8) , QV (at)} == -R- g!J.') E: (8 - G
t) ,

Eq. (4.7 1) is exactly the result one gets by using the Dirac procedure with the

constraints (4.69).
Examining Eqs. (4.60) or (4.71), one sees that the Dirac brackets look

like a plausible basis for a quantunl theory provided

).2 == 0

It" === 0 for the D-2 independent degrees

of freedoll1.

\Ve are free to choose the gauge in such a \vay that the theory is as simple as

possible. Therefore \ve take

(4· 75 a) i == I " . " D-z

and define also a c()1nplementary vector I,,: with

A~ === - !"r)---l === - 1IV z
(4· 75 b)

so that

•

(4· 75 c) )..... A* == 1 .
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Hereafter, any vector y~L \\~ill be split into a transverse part Y i, i == I " .. ,

D-2 and

-)(-

(4· 76)

y+ == J,P. y~l == (\7"D- 1 \TO) /V2 == y_

y- == 'A:V!l == (VD
-

1- VO)/V2 == y+

In accordance \'lith the null-plane conventions listed in Appendix A.
\:Vith the gauge choice (4.75), the nonzero hrackets in Eq. (4.60) becon1c

{ gi (a) , xi (cr')}* == - azj ~ (cr , cr')

{ x+ (cr) , x- (cr')}* == - -J;;

{x- (cr) , x- (o')}* == P+ [u- (0) L:+ (cr , a')
IT

+N"~ (,0jJ- (a f
) - ,cr (a))]

{ - () £ ( ')}* - --~- ( £ ( , \ ") ( !'X 0, X \ cr - p + \U a) ~_ \ 0 , (j )

( /Jl;- () (}lii ( ')}* _ N 2 rr: i ( ) dL1 ((J , (J')
l. ;:r a,;:r a - - P+- It \ a --8-;'-

--.~. (!)Ji (a'))
Nrr "

{ eJ- (a) , x- (a f)}* = -;-i-' [,OjJ- (a f) Ll (a , a f)

+}cr (0jJ- (a) L_1 (a , af
) -- ~ u- (a))]

( c)/J- () _i ( ')}* _ rr: (}1J i ( ') A ( ')l.J 0 ,x \a - p+J cr Ll o,a

For reference, \ve gi ve also the nonvanishing brackets (4· 7I) \vith the gauge

choice (4· 75):

(4· 78) {Qi (8) , Qj (O')}* == - -~ oij S (0 - 0')

{ Q+ (6) , Q- (6
f

)}* = - :-i
{Q- (0) ,Q- W)}* =F-i-- [d- W) (p (0 - Of) :) +

+ ci (6) (p (0 - Of) - ~)]

{ Q- (0) , Qi (Of)}* = ;+ Qf i W) (p (0 --- Of) ~}
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l'he action of the translation group generators (4.29) IS novv

(4· 79)

{ P-, x- (cr)}* == -i~+ ,q;- (a)

{ P- i ( )}* _ rr tJ]J i ( )
,X "cr - p+ <:T cr

{ pi , x j (cr)}* == _ ~1"j

\vith all other brackets vanishing. Since

Nrr
'T == -p-.+- x+

and p- is the canonical generator of x'+ displacements, \ve may solve the con
straint Eq. (4. 13 a) for {!J~ to gi ve the generator of 7-displacenlcnts,

p+ p
I-I == -

.:\rr

..

2
1
:\ rdrr (9. & + N 2

U • u) .
()

We veri fy that Eq. (4. 80) g i \TCs I-I a tl1 i1ton's equat ions 0 f 111() t i() n In '7 fo r the
independent variables Xl· and f!J/:

(-t. 81 )

\Ve next examine the Lorentz group generators (4.3 2 ). rfhe rotation group
generators l\l ij transform Xi as a three-vector.

{ M ij k l.* _ ~ik i _ ~Jk i
1 ,Xj-OX oX

'[he boost generator 1V10 i
, on the other hand, adds gauge transforn1ations to

the variables so as to prcserve the constraint Eqs. (4.36) in thc nc\v Lorcntz
fran1c. We find

{ M-i ~j ( )}* _ ~i.i - ( ) + rrN dxJ (0') ( ,.£ () _'rPi )
1 ,.:t cr - -0 x cr -p+~ -~'t cr -1-- Nrr

7t

+ _~.i_~ !f.j (cr) Jf" d 8x i ('"r, x) ~ ( ~
P + 3cr lJ. d'"r ~- \ (X , cr) .

o

'rhe first tern1 is expected from Lorentz covariance, while the rernaining terlns
arise froln the fact that a gauge transforlnation (a (7, cr)-reparan1etrization)
must be Inade to preserve the gauge in the new Lorentz fran1e. If the infinitc
sin1al Lorentz transformation is written'

p'!!' == p,L
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then the change in x!-L (7 , a) under a Lorentz transformation will invol ve also
an infinitcsinlal rcparanlctrizatioll 7 , ('j --~ ;; (7 ,a), G(7 , a):

",.rJ. ('-. ~\ " ",.'(1. (.-r- ~\ == ",-!1. (;::. (.- ~) ;:;. (.- ~\. + ,.\!1.') 'V (.- ~)
,v " .. , V) -r A, \, ~ , u) A I",,, \ .. ,v ,v \," , V) UJ .t"J ", v

(U~J.'J X\J ('7 , a)

l'he value of -17 is fixcd by requiring

-r (P-t I +" I) )
(t) v'

Equation (5.85) then immediately gives

Once Ll-:- IS fixed, Lla is con1pletely deten11inecl by the requirenlent (4.46)
that the orthonorn1ality of the coordinate systen1, Eqs. (4.42 ), be preserved

by the rcparan1ctrization,

(4. 88)
,
0cr

]'he solution of ]~qs. (4.88) IS

a

N1t(u+
V

(' aPv I" , ( ,\)~(J == ----.'--- - da 'l' I '1" a)P+ l\rr 'J\ ,
, ~

o

(I

TC

- - _~1tw+v J!" d ',., (.- ') ~ ( ')-- p + . (j (Jv \ ~ ,a ~+ (J ,a .

o

Thus when a I.Jorentz transformation is made, the required change of x tJ
• ('1" , a)

\vhich preserves (4.86) and (4.42) is

x'p· ('1" , a) == x P. (-r , a) U.'J ( )(0' Xv '7, (J

N1tw+
V J- /til- (-r , a) --~. da' Vv (-r , a') L:+ (a , a') ,

o

Vvhich agrees \vith the result (4.83) given autoJ}latical~y by the Dirac brackets.
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D. FOURIER COlVIPO~ENTS OF \TARIABLES

\Ve begin the Fourier analysis by observing that the a-a veragcd coordi
nates and n10Inenta of the string arc

n TI

q" = : JdG Xl' (0 , a) = 2
1
7t JdO QI' (0)

o -n

~ ~

pi' = Jda &pI' (0 , a) = N Jda v" (0 , a)

o 0

=== N (Q~ (TC) - Q't (- TC)).

Then "\ve Il1ay \vrite

vvhere one Ina)' deduce fronl (4.68) that I'" is periodic,

Then, [ronl (4.62), the canonical coordinates x P' can he written as

fl.. ft I 't'pf" I fl ft .-
X (7, a) == q -;---Ni- + --2 (1 ('"r -t- u) + j (w -- a)).

Next, \ve expand 1 ft in harn10nic oscillators using the DD F Fourier
C0111pOnents (-1(-) (Del C;iudice, Di \Tccchia and Fubini, 1972 )

(4·95)

TI n

a;:, = ~ I dO Q/f' (fl) exp [im ),. Q (fl) Nn/),· P] ~ ~ JdO Q'" (0) /mO

TC'

I rcia (.qJI' (or , a)
2 J

-n

~T It (.- \) im(cr-t--:)
l'U \",U) e .

Fron1 (4.92), we see that a~~ Inay be \vritten

7t

!t _ pIt ~ --_. N ~ J' dO'jf l (0') JmO
I

am - ( m,O l1Jl..l. 2 {; •

-n

(*) A modified fonn of these oscillators can be used to quantize the stri ng even \vhen
the gauge is time-like (Goddard, I-I a.nson and Ponzano, 197..).).
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1\1ultiplying by e- im o/nz and sun1ming over 17Z

to find an explicit expression for f!L:
0, \ve n1ay ell1ploy I~q. (4.72)

f It (n \ _ i "l I IL - illl 0
\J) - -_ .. ~--- ~ ---- am e .

1\~ 1ll-!: 0 17Z

Thus the c0111plete Fourier expansion of x P- is

and &It == N 2xlt /27 , u lt == 2xl"/2cr.

Not all of the Fourier components q''', pIt and a:~l are independent. l~ sing,
for exa111ple, the expressions of the Fourier components in tern1S of Qll and
the Dirac brackets (4.71), we find the following nonvanishing Dirac brackets,

{
It V}* _ .N / ItV~am ,al1 - - z ~ 7t lJzg 0m,---ll

{p'+-, q-}* == - I

{pi, qi}* == ~_ ()l)"

rp- -}* _ p
I.. ,q - p+

( 1>- 1'}* == pi
I.. ,q p+ '

\vhere It IS the gauge paran1ctcr (4.75) and \\'C bear 111 n1ind that

'rhcse brackets arc c()1npatible \vith the strong constraints (4.49) or (4. 69),
\vhich translate into the follo\\Ting constraints on the I~ourier c0111ponents:

qf- == °

T'he expression for a: in terms of the other variables can be deri vcd, for
example, by solving the constraint Eq. (4. I 3 a) for ,q;-,
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expanding g>'" and u'" in the Fourier cotnponents (4.98), and identifying the

coefficients of cos ncr e- iwr .

Now \ve may take as our independent variables

Z =-== I " . . , }) ----- 2 ,

Z === 1,"',1)--2

1l == -- CX),"', CX)

\vith the nonvanishing brackets

(I)i .i}* _ ~ljl ,q ~- _.. - 0 •

Using (4.101), \ve easily confirn1 that the brackets (4.99) follo\\t~ directly. Note

that

In the literature, one often sees the notation

(4. 106)
p+

2! ==--
m NT':

\vhere f£,Jl obeys an algebra z'sonzorphic to the \/irasoro algebra (4.26) (Bn)\;ver,

197 2 ):

( UJ (£/ 1* __ . / . , ) (/:J
l'x 1Jl , c-Z ll f - - Z (Jlt - n J.. 1l -1-m .

rrhc in1portant difference, hoY\~c\·cr, is that fE,n is Jlollz1anis!zillg, \vhile the \Tira
soro operators vanish in the Dirac bracket algebra.

We tnay no\v usc the independent variables (4. 103) to \vrite explicit
expressions for the canonical variables and Poincare group generators of the
full y constrained systetTI. The canonical coordinates are

(4. 108)

i ,-, I .
----- .t:..J - a- cos ncr e-l11'"~

Nit II FO n Il

i ~ ~ I -il11'£..J ~ -~- am ·an - m COS ncr e
2N1tP+ n=l=O allm n
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2: [am·a_- m
JJl

I ) -, !: _-- /Il '7+ ...,. /-A (71/ COS l!o e :
I. IILU

\:\Tith S0111e labor, one 111ay check that these expressions for .1~ll and «dP~l repro

duce the Dirac bracket algebra (4.60) \'lith the choice (4· 73) for )t.
rrhe Fourier decomposition of the Han1iltonian (4.80) is

I-I ==
00 (I -., I '));_ ..2: am ·a_- m == -- ~_ p'"

~ J. lJlc.:=-N • I. \

2 ~ amoa '11)
lJl=-=l

and continucs to generatc the cquations of 111otioll (4.81). ]'he I--torcntz
in \'ariant mass-squared can be expressed In the form

ex:>

1\12
== --- 2 p+ P- - p2 == 2 2: am' a_ m •

111=1

rrhe translation generators are P+, 1Ji
, and the dependent \'ariable P- gi ven

in (4.101). lTsing the definition (4.32) of the Lorentz transforn1ation generator
l\I'lV together \vith (4. 108), \ve find

1\ -1- If: I pk /... IJj1 i' == q' --- q

Ivrr /..: == _ qk p+

IV1+ == - q- 1)+

lVr- l . =--== q- 1)1.' __ qk p--

\
Ill) •

In the classical systen1, the Poincare group algebra (4.34) continues to hold.
rrhis question is n10re subtle in the quantuln n1echanical systelTI, \vhich is
treated in the next section.

I~. QUA~Tl!l\I IV1ECI--TANICS

]'he quantunl mechanical systen1 corresponding to the classical string
rnodel described in the previous section has been treated extensively in the

literature (Goddard et aI., 1973; I~ebbi, 1974). We vvill give here only a
brief summary of the results.
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The follo\ving variables can be taken as operators \vith con1111utators corre

sponding to their Dirac brackets, using the convention {A, B}* -7 I; [A, BJ:
z

[ i k] N ~ik ~am ,a11 === I 7t 1no 0l1,-m

i [P+, q-] == I

i [P i, qi] === () zj'.

i\JI other commutators vanish, with the prOVISO that a£ === pt".
The dependent variables are

P - _ - + N1tllO _ I-an ----
p+ 2 p+ ( : 1; a m

o a_m :-2N7tiXO)
111=-00

a,l. ==-
2 p+

00

~ am·an - m
111=-00

N1t if
p+ 11' 12 o.

Here the colons : ( ): in P- lnean that the expression is to be norn1al-ordered,
\vith the destruction operators a~ \vith 1n > 0 al\vays on the right. Since !J
contains noncommuting operators, \ve may need to acId for consistency a
zero-point energy which \ve haye \vritten as N7tcxo/P+. ]'he Lorentz-invariant
mass operator is thus

The requirement that ao be expressed in norn1al ordered form causes
the C0111mutator of canonically conjugate pairs [a~, a=m] to pick up a
Schyvinger term vvhich \vas not present in the classical theory.

Other COmlTIutators are unaffected:

(4. I 16)
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'-fhe Ha111iltonian is no\v

p+ p-
H == ---- -~---

l\T:

and generates I-Ian1ilton's equations of 1110tion in '7 for the dynatnical varIa
bles. \\Te 0bserve that T is dimensionless and

(4. I 18)
3A(--r,cr\ 8A

. [H 1,'] pl/NTZ ,q == li1t'

due to the constraint on x+.

equations of motion
We find that the Fourier con1ponents have

so that the fields x k (T , cr) and 1110111enta g/.: (T , IT) obey

i [H , x k
] == g;kIN == 0'1/':

i [H , g;k] = N -::2 x
k (-r , cr) = :jk.

l'he I110st unusual feature of the quantized string is of course the fact
that the L,orentz group algebra does not close unless certain conditions are
111Ct. \,re \\Till not go through the calculation here, but 111crcly state the result.
One finds the because of hern1iticity and norn1al ordering requirements, the
comn1utator of the quantu111 operators 1\1/ - and :VI J - takes the for111

i [M1-, M/] = - 2(p+)-~ 1; [172 (1 --- 21 (D -- 2))'
111=1 4-

I (1 )] i j j i- ----- (D - 2) - Cl.o (a_ m am - a_ m am) .
'J7Z 24

l'his C0111111utator Inust vanish if the Lorentz group algebra is to be satisfied,
so \ve conclude that

D == 26

(Xo == 1 .

'-[here are various n1ethods of relaxing these restrictions, but the nor11'1 of some
state al\vays becomes negati ve for D > 26. No clear intuiti ve reason for such
a phenomenon is understood at this time.

5. lVIAXWELL ELEC'-rROlVl.L~GNE1~IC F~IELD

The classic exan1ple of a theory \vith an invariance under an Abelian
gauge group is l\1axwell's theory of electrolnagnetism.
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~~. 1~LECTROl\1AGNETIC I-IAl\1ILTOi\IAN \VITI-lOUT C--;'AUGE CONSTRAINTS

rrhe application of the Dirac nlethod to electronlagnetis111 has heen cxa

lllined by Dirac (1951, 1964). (Sec also Anderson and Bergn1ann, 195 I, and
IZundt, 1966). \\Te shall begin by considering a field A!L (t ,x) transforlning
as a four-vector on the index [.1 and possessing continuously infinite degrees
of frecdonl labeled by the spatial coordinate x, or sonle suitable cOlnbination
of the :tY depending on the type of d ynanlics chosen. The 1110St general fornl
for the action is assulned to be

s = rd 4 x2(A"(x) , 2Al'(X)(2x').

N O\V \\'e \vish to nlake ...-\!L descri be a 111assless \'ector field, \vhich has on 1y

t\VO independent degrees of freedonl, not four. 1'he tinle-tested nlethod for
doing this is to alIo\\'" 2! (up to total eli vergences) to he a function onl y of

1~'IV has the \'irtuc that it IS unchanged by the spacetinle dependent gauge
transfornlation

'rhe freedo111 to choose .:\ (x) Inay be used to clirninate the unphysical C0111
ponents of ~-\~t (x). Note that with the convention (5.2), the usual E and B
fields are

13'" ===
I '"/; '1 . OJ; 3~\k
. slj " .F'.J f< === slj"

:2
=== (V X A)1 .

\\1estill ha vc SOI11e latitude a vailablc in choosing the Lagrangian; one
uncon ventional forIn \voldd be the Born- Infeld electrocl ynarnics

(5·5) 2===

\vhich agrees \vith the l\/Iax\vell theory only in the \veak-held lin1it (see Dirac,
1960). In \vhat follo\vs, ho\vever, \ve shall be content to in\'estigate the usual
l\laxwell Lagrangian,

(5.6)

in Lorentz-Heaviside units.

if === - ~ F~LV F4 (1.')
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\\Te first nlake the traditional choice of slJecifying the cl ynanlics on con

stant-tiI11c surfaces. l~hen the canonical I110nlenta are

'I'he spatial conlponents of nIL are

(5. 8) :r (x) == -- E (x) == A -t y~r\0 ,

\vhile the tinlC conlponent vanishes \veakly, gi \-ing the prl111ary constraint

(5·9) D( \ evOn X) I"V •

rrhe canonical I)oisson brackets of n'" and l\.v arc given by

(5. 10) { -.T''' ( ) _\ ( )" ~!J. ~3 ( __ '
II. t, x ,- ') \t , Y J - Ov 0 X Y)

and are ob\-iously inconlpatihle v.:ith l~q. (5 ·9)·
1~he \-ariation of the fi.elcls ...r\" (x) gives the usual l~~uler equations, \vhich

nlay be only \veakly valid:

(5. 11 ) ') CiS!? == F,t" , == A..",!l __ L\'l," ~ () .
L ') 8 (c\) .A.. pJ 'J'" ') ... - ')

The zero C0I11pOnent can be \vritten

(S·12a) .A) ~ o.

LTsing }~q. (5.7), \ve re\~/rite this in the for111

(S·I2b) y.;r --Y·E~o,

\vhich is indeed a \veak equation because it is inconlpatible \vith the l)oisson

brackets (5. 10).

Let us no\v begin to apply I)irac's approach to our syste111. First \ve recall
that the lVlax\vell Lagrangian (5.6) is invariant under the Poincar(~ group of
spacetinle transfornlations [in fact, it is in variant under the full confornlaI
group of \vhich the Poincare group is a subgroupJ. \i\1e list belo\v the effect
of each Poincare group transfornlation on _y'L and the held ~,-\fl (x):

(S·I3 a )

(5.13 b)

where

\IC(~ I f ~ Il (ItB (3 Itx\
~\ == _.lorentz trans orm: ox' == (U xi3 \x~ g' 1 -- ,,'tot g' )

~ ;\!L _ [( /X Af3 _ .Jj I_X),"). Afl . i.. !lC( 1\[3 _ !li~:\ lJ.]
O~J.. - (.0:x[3 \x g X g '-I. T g... g ~J..

[ lJ. ALL [3 ~ All. ex + ,,----ex[3 I.ll A'V]== (.0.:x[3.X ',-- x ' , k.i),'J g I
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Note that the tensor indices of ...t\'" transforn1 oppositely to those of x'" since
it is the inverse transforn1ation which relates the old tensor indices to the new
coordinate systen1 .

.i\ canonical conserved N oether current is associated vlith each transfor
lnation. The canonical currents and the corresponding conserved Poincare
group generators are given in the equal-time convention by

and

(5.14 b)

t{lf.!lV _ . ~l elf.V _ ~~v O!f.[L __~d£ 2:[1;V\O_
.A - X c ~t C ClAj"lf. Ao'" -

== x~t e~v -xv e~!.L l;lf.A ~>:~ ...~o

NO\V \VC take the canonical 1-1 an1iltonian

(5· I 5) LI -- 1)0 - I" i 3 ~ 000 - { i 3 ~ ( !l\r c - - (. x c - (. X n ...lJ..p..

.. '

and add, according to Dirac's prescription, a n1ultiple of the sole prln1ary
constraint nO ~ o. We get

(5. 16) H O = He .1 d
3
x VI (X) nO (X) =

- rd 3 (I 2 -+ I B2 n i\ 0 I (~'\ 0( ~\ ')- .. X 2:T - 2- - :T' V ..tl.. I VI _1) it :l); .

where \ve have used the identity

\Ve look for secondary constraints by con1puting the bracket of I-Io \vith the
pritnary constraint nO ~ 0 and requiring the result to be ~ 0 for consistency:

(5. I 8)

Our t\VO (obviously first class) constraints are thus

t~l == nO ~ 0

~2 == \7 . :T ~ 0 •
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We no\v add both '~I and ~2 to the Hamiltonian with arbitrary coefficients.
Using (5. 17) and doing an integration by parts, \\Te find

~

H = He Jd 3
X (VI nO V 2 V . :r) =

= rd 3
x (~:r2 +B2

vI nO (V2+ AO) V . :r) -

- J ds· :r A
O

•

Soo

I-Iereafter, we \vill neglect surface integrals such as the last term In (5.20).
By evaluating the brackets

(5.2 I)

AO == {AD, H} == -VI

A
a £ __ {,,£ H} £ ",0,£ ""1/""1"-== ....""J.., == 1t -.l"""'l. - ~:t1'2 .:x

\ve find that \ve can set VI == - ...~o == AO,D and V2 == 0 to give the final result

(5. 22)

~ote that AO is a basically arbitrary function in the Hatniltonian which is
elin1inated fron1 the equations of n1otion only after \ve choose a gauge. 'fhe
last t\VO tern1S in (5.22) are in fact the generating functional for infinitesin1al
gauge transforn1ations with i\ (x) == ...t\0 (x).

l'he functions VI and V2 are not necessarily the san1e for all components
of the energy-n10Inentun1 tensor. \Ve 111ay in fact write

Arguments parallel to those which led to Eg. (5.22) give

p = fd3x(-:r X B + nO VAo A(V· :r)),

so

We see that Eqs. (5.22) and (5.24) are the appropriate modifications of Eg.
(5. 14a) to generate the spacetin1c translations of the theory \vithout gauge
constraints:

(5. 2 5) {PIt A·V()'l. ~Av/"'\ ., X j ==.: -.~x!l...

The other generators (5. 14) of spacetilne sytnn1etries ll1ay be treated In a
similar fashion.
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I). RAI)IATION GAUGE C~ONSTRAINT'S

V\re no\v sho\v that the Dirac brackets in the radiation gauge lead directly
to the traditional quantutn-Inechanical structure (e.g. B jorken and l)rell,

1964).
Our objective is to use the gauge freedorTI (5.3) in our systenl to fix t\VO

conlponents of .i\f.t so that the first class constraints (5. 19) beCOlTIe second class.
Since ito ~ 0, one logical choice is to set ~;.

0
~ o. rrhis is accoll1plished hy

the gauge transfornlation

(5. 26)

XO

( dt AU (t , x) ,

o

for \vhich the infinitesinlal generator takes the forIn of the first class, \veakly
vanishing addition to Eq. (5.22):

t 3 • /r i 3 " fl '"'\ 1\L[Al =.1 d' x(A(x)nO(x)-A(x)V· .• (x» =. { lIn ell,! •

No\v the Euler equation (5. I 2) becolnes

(5. 2 7) \7. A' ~. 0,

so that a second tinle-independent gauge transfornlation can be ll1ade to
fix A'. ]'he radiation gauge, \7. A" ~ 0, is a con \Tcnicnt choice cOtllpati hIe
\vith (5.27), and is achieved by lnaking the gauge transforll1ation

A' -~ A" (x) = A' (x) + Vx ( d 3
y 4 IT ; _ y V y ' A' (xo , y)

(5. 28) .1

\ 0' !\ 0" ( ) I d r/3 I n A' (() )
11.. == 0 -+ ....l.. X == 0 -1'"'\ {y I IVy' x, y == o.

oxo ~ 4 T: X - Y

Here A' is given by (5.26) and \72 (I/4n I x - y I ) == - 03 (x - Y),
\vhile the vanishing of ...;.0" fo11o\vs directly fron1 (5.27). Dropping all pritnes,
\ve find the set of constraints

C?l == nO ~ 0

CP2 == V . ~,. ~ 0

C?;{ == A
O
~ 0

?4 == V·A ~ 0

In the ne\v gauge.

The matrix of Poisson brackets of the constraints (5.29) IS

o

o

--1

o

o

o

o

o V;
o 0

o -\7; 0 0
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Inlposing the boundary condition that the fields vanish at cx), \ve find that
the in \-erse of (5.3°) exists and takes the fonll

° 0 __03 (x --- y) 0

0 0 0

(5.3 1) Ci;.1 (x ,_v) == 47": x--y

03 (x - y) 0 0 °
0 0 0

47t"

1'hus the Dirac brackets may be conlputed frOITI Eg. (1.58) to be

{rcfl (t , x) , AV(t , y)}* == (- gflV _ g'lO gVo) 03 (x y)

{ ,t .V}* _ {A!l A V1.* _7t,1t - , j-O.

Equations (5.3 2) are COlnpatible \vith setting the constraints (5.29) strong
ly to zero. 1'herefore, only t\VO of the -,-~i and t\VO of the nz" are independent
variables . .L~lthough \ve n1a y sol ve \7 . A == 0 and \7. ~( == 0 for the rerrlaining
t\\TO dependent variables if required, this is unnecessary; in the process of
in verting the nlatrix e ij to fInd the I)irac brackets (5.32), \ve ha ve autolna
tically given the dependent \-ariables the SaI11e hrackets they \vould ha \-e
\vhen expressed in terI11S of the independent variables.

\'7e now verify Hanlilton's equations of I110tion in the fully constrained
system. 1'he Hanliltonian is just

(5 ·33)

1'hus the equations of ITIotion are

(5 ·34)
{A(x) , H}* == .1 (x) == A

{~l(x) , H}* == - \7 X B== - E.

In deriving Eq. (5.34), \ve have assunled that E vanishes sufficiently rapidly
at CX) to drop a surface integral and ha ve nlade use of Eq. (5. 1 7).

Using Eq. (5.14), \VC find the renlaining Poincare group generators to be

I"

P = .J ti3X(-1/ VA')

(5·35)
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In the star brackets, pIt and :YIlt'V continue to obey the I)oincare algebra (2.25).
Under the action of translations and rotations, the ..:-\i transfornl as

{pi, Aj (x)}* = dj~(X) = 8i Ai
t

{lVIii, A k (x)}* == (Xi 3i - x.i 2i
) A k (x) -t- aik Ai (x) - ajk Ai (x) .

~~s usual, surface integrals have been dropped in Eq. (5.36). Under boosts,
however, extra tern1S occur \vhich cannot be neglected. \\7e find

(5·37)

rrhe extra terlTI is required in order for lVI()z" to have vanishing star brackets

\vith V· A. It nlcans that under an infinitesinlal boost paralnetrized by
(VOi' ..:-\,t (x) undergoes a gauge transfornlation of order (VOi in order to keep
...t\0 == 0 and V· A =--= 0 in the ne\v Lorentz franle:

rro sho\v that A'o == 0, \ve have used the fact that \vith our gauge choice

(5.29), the Euler equations (5. I I) reduce to

and integrated by parts.

c. ...J\XIAL GAUGE

.i\nother an1using gauge \vhich can be treated in the canonical forn1alisn1
is the axial gauge (Kumnlcr, 1961; ..:-\rnowitt and Fickler, 1962). We begin
by using the gauge invariancc of the theory to set

We see that if \ve choose 'V2 == 0 in I~q. (5.21), then Eq. (5.40 ) \vill hold

for all tin1es anI y if

Equation (5.41) is sinlilar to a secondary contraint follo\ving from the
gauge constraint (5.40); it replaces the condition V· A ~ 0 used in the pre-
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ceding section. Th e full set of constraints is then

(5.42 )
CP2 == \7 .:r ~ 0

CP3 == A3
~ 0

m 3 AO,3
T4 == n - ~ o.

The Poisson bracket matrix is

0 0 0 (8/8x3) 03(x_.y)

0 0 --(8/2x3) 03(x- y) 0

0 -(3/3x3) 03(x-_y) 0 + 03(x-y)

(2/2xa) 03(x-- y) 0 -03(x-- y) 0

We choose boundary conditions so that the inverse of (5.43) is

0 -g (x, y) 0 f(x, y)

eti l (x , y) ==
g (x, y) 0 - f(x, y) 0

(5 ·44)
0 - f(x, y) 0 0

f (x , y) 0 0 0

\vhere

3g(x ,y) ==f(x, y)
dX3

and

(5.46)
g (x, y) == ~- 0 (xl_yl) a(x2_y2) \x3 - y 3

1

f (x , )1) == ~- 0 (xl - yl) 0 (x2- y2) E(x3 - y3) .

Here E (x - y) == algebraic sign of (x - y).
When we insert Eq. (5.44) into the Dirac bracket formula (r .58), \ve find

(5.47) {n~ (t, x), n V (t, y)}* == 0

(5.48) {i\'l (t , x) , ~~v (t , y)}* == (glLOg3v -t- gVOg31l) f (x , y)

(5.49) {nit (t, x), AV(t, y)}* == (_gllV _gllOg"O) 03 (x- y)

It3 d f ( ~ )+g -3x
v

x , Y .

6
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The nonvanishing brackets are

(5.5 0 ')

{ 7t
1

, A1
}* == {7t

2
, A2

}* == - ~3 (x - y)

{ 7t3 A1}* == -t- _~_\x ,yt
, dX1

{ 7t3 A2}* == -+_ 3/(x,zL
, d.t-2 ,

so 7t\ 7t
2

, A l and ...t\.2 still obey the canonical brackets (5. 10). 1~hese brackets
are 111anifestly con1patible with all the constraints (5.42) and can be used as
the hasis of the axial gauge quantization schen1e.

'rhe Han1iltonian in the axial gauge is

\vherc \ve ha ve set the constraints (5.42) equal to zero. i\.0 is a dependent vari
able found by sol ving the I~uler equation

, 2
L'2 7t

to gi ve

All (x) = - ~ I d~ Ix 3 - ~ I (-\ n 1 (tx1 x 2 ~) + 22 n 2 (tx1 x 2 ~».
oJ

U sing just nl, 7t
2

, A \ A 2 as the independent variables, \ve easily confirn1
all of the brackets (5.5°). ...~ssun1ing appropriate boundary conditions, \VC

find the Han1iltonian equation of n10tion

{7t i, I-I}* == - (V X B)i == - :It i
,

{Ai, H}* == .J..~ i, I === I , 2 ,

for the independent canonical variables. ]'he properties of thc rest of the
r>oincare group generators are treated as usual.

D. :N"ULL-PLANE BRACKETS

~-\s an illustration of ho\v one can define a Han1iltonian field theory on
a surface other than the constant-tin1e surface, \ve exan1ine the null-plane
treatIl1cnt of Kogut and Soper (1970). One interesting feature of null-plane
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dynamics is that the nunlber of independent canonical variables is reduced
to half the nunlber prcsent in equal-tinle d ynanlics.

We begin by establishing our notation (see also .l\ppendix ...~). vVe
define

(5.5 1)

') ) _ ")_ _ _I_ (~3 _ ":'0)
~o -~. - _ v CJ

Vz

x£ === x£ z == 1 ,2,

so that the nletric IS

-0 0 0

0 0 0

(5.5 2 ) glJ.V ==
0 0 0

0 0 0 1_

\vith tL == (+,-, r, 2). Latin indices of vector quantities (e.g. x) \vill take
on only the values i === (r ,2). rrhe variable x+ \vill now be used in place of
x o to define the canonical lTIOlllcnta and the evolution of the systenl. rrhe
I)oisson brackets and sYlTImetry generators of the theory can then be \vritten
as indicated in Section 1. D.

1'he canonical nlomenta nil- are conjugate to the x t- derivatives of ...J\.(J.'
and are therefore defined as

Lt
n'

\vhere fi? is still gi ven by (5.6) because the volun1e elenlent is unchanged.
1'he canonical Poisson brackets are given on the surface x+ == constant, so

== - o~ 0 (x- -y-) 02 (x - y)

== - o~ 03 ex -y).

Since the nletric is gi ven by (5.52), A-is the canonical conjugate to 7t+, rather
than A +.

1'he first thing \ve notice is that the definition (5.53) of the canonical
1110n1cnta gi yes rise not to one constraint but to three pri17lary constraints
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\vhich are incon1patible with the canonical brackets (5.54):

(5·55)

(5.5 6)

(5·57)

7t+ ~ 0

1 1"'\ A+ + ""I AlTt - 01 c_ ~ 0

The definition of the fourth momentun1

(5.5 8)

is not a constraint but a dynamical relation between the velocity
the canonical variables Tt- and A-. We observe that

A+ and

so the constraints (5.56) and (5.57) are second class.
\Vith null-plane dynamics, the forn1al expression for the canonical energy

n10n1entun1 tensor is

\tvhere the 111etric IS gi ven by (5.52). The canonical conserved translation
generators are deduced fro111 Section I. D to be

(5.60)
../

and formall y generate the transfornlations

(5.6 I)

Since P r == P- generates x+ displacements, the natural object to use as the
Han1iltonian is

".

He = - p- = -./ dx- d 2 xot- (x) .

where

Cl + - __ 1 ( -)2 _ 1 F,12 F 12 _ ( -) -L i).\ i\-
V c - :2 Tt:2 Tt \.- ITt\. 1) ~'""""l. •

The minus sign in (5.62) is dictated by the convention that the Han1iltonian
be positive definite and the fact that our null plane nletric (5.52) has no n1inus
signs as did the ordinary metric (I .46) with gOO == - I.

Now we search for secondary constraints. We forn1 a new Han1iltonian
H by adding multiples of the constraints (5.55) - (5.57) to the canonical
Hamiltonian,
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Then we require that H ha ve vanishing canonical brackets \vith all of the
constraints (5.55)-(5.57):

(5 .65) { + H.... } - ') - -L ') i ~ 07t , - ,,- 7t i \. z' 7t ~

Equation (5.65) is a genuine secondary constraint, while Eg. (5.66) in1poses
conditions on the u/. Of our final set of constraints (5·55)-(5.57) and (5.65),
the onI y first class ones are

~1 === n+ ~ 0

Y2 === 3_ 7t- 2£ 7t£ ~ 0 .

1"he relTIaining t\VO,

(5.68)

1.....,1 ;\ +Xl === 7t - ~ ..tl..

2 .....,2." ..'--1.2 == 7t -~. ...'"""1. I

2_.Lt\1~0

2_ A 2 ~ 0

are second class due to F:g. (5.59).
NO\V \ve in vert the bracket lllatrix {I./, Xj} gI \Ten In Eq. (5.59) for the

second class constraints ~·ith the result

Ci~.l (x ,y) == [1 0] I S(x- _ y-) 02(x _ y) ,
. 014

\vhere s (x- - y-) == sign (x- - y-). Next \ve take H to be the first-class
Hamiltonian analogous to (1.24),

It is easy to verify that (5.70) contains the explicit solution of Eq. (5.66)
for the uJ, as discussed in Section 1 . .L~. 11"'inally, we use Eq. (5.69) to conlpute
the preliminary Dirac brackets, which \ve denote with a prime:

(5.71) {AIL (x) , A" (y)}' = (g'"l i v g'"2 g2'') : E(x- - y-) a2(x - y)

{]tf1(x) , ]tv (y)}' = -l"+ gVi V~ : E(X- - y-) a2 (x - y) +
I ( ~l+ "z' .....,:r
2 g g \.'z'

,,+ III ,.....,.t· ( ~ll Ivg g ~i- g g ~l2 2V) -"X) ~3 ( . \g g di 0 .X - YJ

.l\.ll equations of nlotion are no\\· conlputed using the preliminary brackets
(5.7 1) cOlTIpatible with setting the second class constraints (5.68) strongly
to zero.
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vvhere the ITIultiples of Xi in (5.70) can he dropped if \ve use the prin1ed
brackets. Hamilton's equations becon1e

{ A+ H}'==J,A+--:-' 1J, \..-, v_ 2

{A-, H}' == VI

{A i, H}' == Ai 1 ""t."- 2 \,.' 'l'2

{ 7t+, H}' == 2_ 7t- + 2i tt i ~ 0

(5.73 a)

Before choosing any gauge constraints, \ve nlay take our total Hanlil
tonian to be (5.70) plus arbitrary nlultiples of the first class constraints (5.67);

(5.7 2 )

{ - H}' "" -7t , == ~'+ 7t

{ i H}' J i7t, ==~+7t.

(S· 73 b)

\Ve n1ay therefore choose to express VI and V 2 as

VI == 2 A-

'fhe generating functional of the gauge transfornlation is thus

I~. NULL-PLANE RADIATION G~t\UGE

N O\V let us eliminate the arbitrary functions from our theory by using
gauge invariance to fix the reITIaining t\VO degrees of freedon1 corresponding
to the first class constraints (5.67). First it is convenient to recall that a
straightforward deri vation of the Euler equations gi ves the following results:

(5·75)

NO\:v let us choose the null-plane analog of the CouloInb gauge by setting to
zero the field A+ == A- conjugate to 7t+ ~ o. A gauge transformation \vhich
accomplishes this is

(5.76)

o't·+

\ It.. 1\' II .\11 /) ....,' t. r I A-,/ . --- )...'-1.' _.~ ~'"""\. I == r ' \X _._-~. ( "r \7 ,x ,x

o
where

A'- ~ o.
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F'r0 n1 I~qs. (5. 75) and (5.58) , \vC fi nd that

2 (2 .i\'+ 2;" .J.~' i)

~ 2: (Tr.- 2i ...A.. /1) ~ 0 .

Exactly as in the equal-tin1e case, \VC n1ay find a gauge transfonnation \\-hich
- I ;\ ,,; I '1 . .. '\ ,,- d E ( , rI'hsets TC -:-2;" ...'"""\. tozerO\V11en1alntalnlng~""""\. ~o ueto ~q. 5.77). c

solution is

(5.78)

A' -»- A" = A' (x) - Vx Jd2y III (X4~ y)~ (Vy • A' (y) n- (y))

A '+ i\ "+ _ A'+ ('\ jl'd2 III (x - y)2~,'t. ( -~y\ f; (,.- )\
-+.1""1. - X) - Y 47: ~'- TC .:; I1. ~t, Y )

,'" 2

A '--+ :i\"-::..:..= 0-1 d2y In(x-y) ~ (- ':)YA'I'( + .- \)
~'"""\. ---- d T- \ n ~iX, X ,y)

, 41t'
,.;

~ O'

I)ropping the prln1cs, \ve find our final set of constraints

CPl === n+ ~ 0

CP2 == 2_ n- 3; n£ ~ 0

CP3 == ~~+ == ~~- ~ 0

CP4 === n- -t- 2; ...L\.£ ~ 0 .

IT sing the prelin1inary hrackets (5.7 I), \ve con1pute the lnatrix of hrackets

of the constraints (5.79) to he

(5. 80) { m. (-) ~r). ( ,\ t.! -- C'" .J,. !"
T I \ ..1 , T J \ J )J -j IJ \ ~1 ,J) -

o 0 --I 0

o 0 OV.~

000

o --V.~· 0 0

y).

rro specify the boundary conditions, \\·c ohseryc that \vhen the (strong) con

straints (5.68) arc con1bined \vith CP4 and inserted into the Euler equation

CP2' Vie fin d
n 2 A+ --, (..., .\ 1\
V -2~_\L'i~""""\.)~0.

We then choose our boundary conditions (and exhaust all renlalnlng gauge

freedon1) so that the solution of (5.8 I) is

\ ;- ( ) 8 I'· i~ In (z -- x) ~
.t"l. \~'t" == 2 ~-= ( Z ----

ClX 41t'.. '

8.\i (x+, x-, Z)

dZ£

1-'hen the inyerse of (5.8) exists and n1ay be written

o 0 03 (x -- y) ()

o

o

o

G (x ,y)

o

o

o

-(; (x ,y)

o

o
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\vhere

G(x,y)== I ln (x-y)2a(x--y-)
4 7t

V; G (X ,y) == a2 (X - y) 0(x- - ~v-) == 63 (x - y) .

.For use in the Dirac brackets we also define

(5.84 b)
d 3

~-=- F (x ,y) == a (x - y)
CJX

Plugging Eq. (5.83) into Eq. (1.58) with the primed brackets (5.71),
yve find the Dirac brackets

(5. 85) {n~l (x) , n V (y)}* === - -~ g~l+ g\!+ V.; F (x ,y) +
+ ! [__ (g~ll gV1 + gP2 gV2) g~l+ gVi J~ +
+ g~li gV+ 3~] 03 (x __ y)

{A~l(X) , A\' (_v)}* == § (g~ll gV1 + g~l2 gV2) F(x , )') + 2g~l-g"- 2x G (x ,y) +

!--Li v_ x x G ( )+ g g 3i J_ x ,y

1 p+ vi x F ( )- ~-g g 8i X ,y

~Li vj ""x '""Ix G ( \g g di OJ x ,y) -

\vhich are nlanifestly compatible \vith all the constraints (5.68) and (5.79).
Using Eq. (5.82) cOlnbined with the constraints (5.68) and (5.79) it is

easy to verify that all of the Dirac brackets (5.85) follow directly from the
nonlocal Dirac brackets

(5. 86)

of the two independent canonical variables A l and A 2.

Equation (5.86) serves as the starting point for the quantum theory.
.l\pplying all of our constraints, \ve find that e+- is simply

( _~ .8-;) G+- - - 1 ((") r\ 2_ ':'1 i\ 1\2 -+- (':'1 A 1 -L ") A2)2)
_J - 2 \.- 1 1""1. \., 2 .....~) I \., 1 I\.-2

and the Hal11iltonian is

(5. 88)

The Han1iltonian equations of motion then become
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Differentiating by x-, \ve find

A i - {":\ At" H}* - _ 1 ":\ ":\ ;\ £- ~--, - 2 ~jVj"''''"i..

so that Eq. (5.89) can be understood very sinlply as the x- integral of the
Klein-Gordon equation

(5.90 )
~ )~(, i\ i _ ( """\)
L" 11.. L ....."'"i.. - 2 0 : L" __ ":\ ~) A.. 1 == 0 .~j ~j .....

We lea ve as an exercise for the reader the development of null-plane
electrodymanics in the gauge A+ ~ 0 chosen by Kogut and Soper (1970).
We remark that the choice A + ~ 0 a produces a theory very similar to the
equal-tinle electrod ynalTIics in the axial gauge A 3 ~ O.

6. Y.l\NG-l\1ILLS GAUGE F"'IELD

We now turn our attention to theories with a set of vector fields whose
Lagrangian is invariant under a non-~-\belian gauge transfortnation, as pro
posed by )lang and IVlills (1954) [see, e.g., vVeinberg, 1973; i\bers and Lee,
1973]. Since the fields in the lllultiplet Inix anlong thelllsel yes under the gauge
transformation, this type of theory is silllilar in SOllle wa ys to the theory of
gravitation gi yen in the next chapter. '1'he yT ang-lVlills fields are in fact self
interacting fields, again like gravitation. Since vve ha ve until no\v restricted
ourselves to free systellls, this Vo/ill be our first exposure to the difficulties of
interactions.

i\. LIE GROUPS

We begin with a brief digression on Lie groups (Racah, 1965). Consider
an n-parameter Lie group f and the associated Lie algebra !F (f). Let '1--a ,

a == I , ... ,'JZ, be a cOlllplete set of linearly-independent elenlents of if (f).
The composition rule in f£ (f) for these elements is

(6. I)

The antisymmetry of (6. I) and the ] acobi identity inlply that Cab
c satisfies

(6.2)

(6·3)

We can now define quadratic polynomials on the enveloping Lie algebra
using the symmetric second rank "metric tensor"

Det I gab! is non vanishing provided the group is senli-sinlple (has no ...~belian
invariant subgroups). We novv define

~-

L

(6·5)
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lIsing 1~gs. (6.2) and (6.3) \\TC can sho\v that (~abe is totally antisymrnctric
in its indices.

Next, we note that any given Lie group \vill have a specific nunlber of
(~asin1ir in variants G,. \vhich are polynomials in the elen1ents I'll and \vhich
are In the center of the enveloping algebra:

(6.6) [ T a , G t'] == 0, for all a and all i.

'fhe nl0st fanliliar Casilnir in variant is the quadratic one, 'shieh can be
written

(6·7)

\vhere gab gbe == 0; and the validity of Eg. (6.6) follows fronl Eq. (6.5).
F'inally, \VC note that the JZ X n nlatrices

(6.8)

forn1 the (l{ijoint representation of the Lie algebra. ~Ia satisfles Eq. (6. I)
tri\"ially due to the Jacobi identity (6.3).

13. SYSTEM \VITI-IOlJT (~ACGE CO~STRAI~TS

1·"'or any senlisin1ple Lie group J- \vith structure constants ca
be

, \ve consider
an action functional

,vhere the II \'ector fields ...r\;~' (.1:) , a == I , ... ,ll, are taken to transfornl as
follo\vs under an infinitesin1al gauge transforn1ation:

(6. 10)

~F!J.V == C be /\ F P' vo aa .... b {'.

It is a standard result (Dtiyanla, 1956) that although ~~;~. does not transfornl
as the adjoint representation of f on its a-index under the gauge transfor
Ination, the quantity F~v does:

F !J. v - ~p, AV_ ~\' A!.L _ C·~ be ;\ !.L, \'
a - v a vag /(l oL'-l.b .L'-l.{O

(6. I I)

For convenience, we define

13 " =--= 1 ~"j;': L,jk
. a ~ c,.. r a •

Our objective is no\v to find an action (6.9) \vhich is in\"ariant under
the gauge transformation (6. 10), so that t\VO components of each A;~ are

unphysical, and the A~"s describe massless spin one particles. In principle,
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any Lorentz scalar function of the F'~') yvith the a-indices conlbincd in the
fornl of the Casin1ir invariants (6.6) \\Till do. 1'he traditional fornl is

(6. I 3) 2==-

and includes only the terln analogous to the quadratic Casinlir in variant

(6·7)·
In the rest of this chapter \VC will restrict ourselves for convenience to

the Lagrangian (6.13) and to the group SU (2). Since SU (2) has only three
generators and

\vhere c-abc is the total] y antisynlnlctric tensor in three ditnensions, \ve can
novv redefine everything in such a \vay that \ve can forget about raising and
lowering group indices. All of \vhat follows can easily be generalized to an y
I...iie group by the interested reader.

If \ve no\v specify the d ynanlics on constant-tinle surfaces, the canonical
11lonlenta are

(6. I 5)

\Ve sec that

(6. 16) :'T == --- E === --t-- A -,- "AO
• (l a I a r Va

l'his is not a constraint equation hut serves to define the d ynanlical proper
ties of .Aa . On the other hand, for [1. == 0, \ve find the expected n prinlary
constraints:

(6. I 7)

The canonical I)oisson brackets are

(6. I 8) ( p. ( ) A" ( ) t [J.v ~ ~3 ( )l. 1ta t, X, b t, Y J == -- g 0ab 0 X - Y

1'hese are inconlpatible \vith (6. 17).
Noyv SInce

8Ie _ I~'!J.\'
(;lAa - a

..1-\.l-1.,V

\ve find the Euler equations

(6.20)

1"he zero component can be written

(6.2Ia)
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]~his, as usual, IS also inconlpatible \vith the Poisson brackets. 'rhe space
components of (6.20) are

1

(6.2 I b)

(6.22)

Due to the confornlal space-tinle synlmetry of the systenl, conserved
N oether currents exist \vhich generate the full algebra of the confornlal group.
I-Iere we shall concern ourselves only with the canonical energy-nl0mentunl
tensor, \vhich takes the form

8!J.v == _ ~ ..,:\ . v + [J.V se ==
c 8Aa a I., g

I" !.J..

1"he canonical Hamiltonian is then

(6.23) I I)- B a • B a - --. ..Ia·:Ta •
2 2

We nO\\7 add arbitrary 11lultiples of the prinlary constraints (6. 17) and use
(6. 16) to get the preliminary Hanliltonian

...-\s usual, the secondary constraints are found by conlputing

(6.25)

which agrees \vith (6.2 I a). Our 2n first class constraints are now

(6.26)
l a 0

tj)1 == :Ta ~ 0

(6.27 a)

\\1e add theln to H! with arbitrary coefficients and integrate by parts to get
the Hamiltonian

H = He Jd3X(V~ ,~~ v~ y~) =

= rd
3
x (+ :ra • :ra ++B a • B a

~/

+ (v~ A~) (V · .la gO-abe :rb . A e)) -

- ( ds . :ra A~ .
~

Soo
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As before, the surface term will be dropped. I~xamining {i\'\ H}, we find
that the final forn1 of the Halniltonian can be taken to be

(6.27 b) o J 3 ('I IH === P === d x 2:Ta ·:Ta + 2 Ba • Ba -

Parallel argunlents gi ve for the translation generator

(6.28) p= Jd3x(-:TaXBa+7t~VA~+

A a (V . :Ta + gSabc :Tb . AJ) .

Unlike the IVlaxwell field, the present theory has additional Noether
currents due to the local invariance of the Lagrangian under the non-Abelian
Lie group. Suppose we Inake a space-tiI11e independent transforI11ation with

n infinitesimal paraI11eters }'£1' so that (6.10) beconles

Then the standard argunlents tell us that the conserved current IS

(6.29)

With constant-tiI11e Poisson brackets, the time-independent generators of
the synln1etry transforlnations are

(6.30 )

rrhe Qa obey an algebra in the Poisson brackets isonl0rphic to the Lie algebra

(6. I),

(6.3 I)

We see also that the fields .l\~ transfornl under Qa as the adjoint represen
tation of the group:

(6.3 2 )

We lnay easily verify that the infinitesinlal generator of the full gauge
transforlnation (6. 10) is

(6.33 a)
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and obeys the algebra

I~Io\vevcr, the last t\VO ternl,s of the I-Ian1iltonian (6.27) consist of another
gauge-like tra!lsformation

(6·34) K [Aa ] = g-l Jd3
X [7t~ 20 Aa -- (V · :Ta+ gZabc :Tb' A c) Aa ] ~ 0

\vith Aa === - gA~. I-J [./\a] and IZ [Aa] differ by a functional of the forn1

:r r 3 . 0 0
Q [Aa ] === L [A(/] - I'.. [Aa ] === g-l I d x (V . (:Ta A a) +g Eabc j\a 7tb A c ) .

,.i

If ~~~ vanishes like r/r at (X) , Q [-- g.(-\~] = 0 and L [-gA?zJ === K [-- g~~~~]~; o.
If j\a does not decrease rapidly enough, L [AaJ and Q [l\aJ \vill nol

vanish \veakly. 1~he nonvanishing charge (6.30) generating the symn1etry
group algebra is jn fact seen to be a particular case of Q [J\al, namely

Q" = Q [Ab = ~ab] = g 1 rd3
x (V· .la + gZabc 7t~A~) .

,.1

C. RADIATION GAUGE CONSTRAINTS

The problem of finding a suitable canonical quantization schenle for
the Yang-Mills field in the radiation gauge is \vell-kno\vn to be quite conlplex
(Schwinger, 1962a, 1962b; Mohapatra, I97Ia). \Ve now proceed to attack
this problenl by inlposing the gauge constraints in the context of the I)irac
111ethod.

\Ve begin by choosing the traditional radiation gauge condition

We will find it useful to define a Green's function Gab (X ,y ,A) solving

\vith the boundary condition that Gab fall like I/r at infinity. While no exact
solution is kno\vn for Gab' it can be conlputed as a po\ver series in g:

G b (x Y A) === Oa~_-:-
a , , 4r:lx-y,

I
~ 3 I . 8

-g d z ------ E b A~(z)
.., 41t' x-y ac 4it' z-y!

\Ve now take as our prelinlinary constraints the second class pair

(6.3 8)

(6·39)
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The Poisson brackets of the constraints (6.38) and (6.39) are

{ cp~ (x) , cpi (y)} === - gEl/be (V·:Tc(X) -i-- gScd~ :Tel(X)' Ae (X)) 03(X - y) ~ 0

{ ?~ (X) , ?~ (y)} == (aab V.: -r- gEl/be A,. (X). Vx) 03 (X - y)

{
a b"( 2

CP2 (X) , cpl (Y)J === - (Dab Vx

{ cp~ (X) , cp~ (y)} === 0 .

The inverse of the l1latrix C~}(x ,Y) = {CP~(x), cp5(Y)} can thus be chosen
to be

[

0
[C--1J abC ,

ij X,)/) ==
. Gab (.-1: ,)' , .t\)

\vhere C;ab(X ,y ,.L~) is the solution to Eg. (6.36) introduced at the beginning
of this section.

Equation (6.4-1) is then used to C0111pute the prelirr1inary Dirac brackets
c0111patible vvith the strong constraints (6.38) and (6.39):

A i ( )] 8G ,lCgEbcd ;/.Y

f\ i ( ) _.I (. )}' _ ~i.i ~ ~3 ( _ )l "'~ll I, X , Il.b ",I ,y - 0 Dab () X Y

f A P
'( A V

}'_l llt,X), b(t,y)-O

{ () ( ) v ( )}'7ta I, X ,7tb \1 , Y === 0

{7r;; (I , X) ,A~ (t, y)}' == _gOV Dab 03 (X - y)

{TC~(/, X) ,A~(/, y)}' == _._gOf
L Dab D3(x-y)

NO\V \ve l11USt see what becomes of A~ \vhen we in1posc the strong con
straints (6.38) and (6.39). l'aking the divergence of Eg. (6.16), \ve find
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Using Eq. (6.36), \ve solve Eq. (6.43) for A~:

(6-44) A~ (x) R:! - rd3yGab (x ,y , A) gEfJed :Tc (y) · Ad (y)
... '

Equation (6.44) is seen to be a 'lveak equation because the right-hand
side has vanishing brackets (6.42) with 1t~, while A~ does not. It is clear

that our final set of constraints is

(6.45) xi == 1t~ (x) ~ 0

x~ = A~ (x) +g Jd3yGab (x ,y , A) Ebed :Te (y) · Ad (y) R:! 0

The prin1ed brackets (6.42) of these constraints for111 the 111atrix

c~t == { X~ (x) , x~ (y)}' == 0

(6.46) Ci~ == { Xl: (x) , X~ (y)}' == - { X~ (x) , xi (y)}' == + Oab 0
3
(x -- y)

C~~ === { x~ (x) , X~ (y)}' == M ab (;l: ,y)

where M ab (x ,y) can be explicitly COlTIputed as a power series in g if desired.
We need not COITIpute M ab (x ,y) here hecause the inverse of C~~.(x ,y) is seen

by inspection to be

We thus find that the final Dirac bracket system is

(6.48) { A~ (t , x) , A~ (t , y)}* == lVlab (x , y)

{A:~ (t , x) , Ai (t , y)}* == 0

{ A~ (t , x) , A'~ (t , y)}* == - gGac (x , y , A) Ecdb A~ (y)

; 3- g.J d zGa, (x , z ,A) Ered A e (z). \7•.

[3r7 ajb + gEjbg A~ (y)] Gdj(z ,y , A)

{ 1t~ (t , x) , 1t~ (t , y)}* == { 7t~ (t , x) , ~>\~. (t , y)}* == 0

{ 1t: (t , x) , 1ti' (t ,y)}* == {7t~ (t , x) , 1tl (t , y)}'

{ 1t~ (t , x) , Al(t , y)}* == { 7t~ (t , x) , Ai' (t ,y)}' .
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We n1ay no\v take the I--Ia111iltonian to be

In the Dirac bracket systerrl (6.48), H indeed generates the correct equations
of 1110tion:

(6.5 0 )

Sch\vinger (I 962b) has argued that the brackets (6.48) produce a Lorentz
covariant theory. We leave this as an exercise.

D. ~L\LTERNATE RADIATION GAljGE TECIINIQUES

~L\ll four sets of constraints (6.39) and (6.45) hold strongly In our Dirac
bracket systen1 (6.48). Hovve\·er, the field-dependent tern1S on the right

hand sides of the I)irac brackets 111ake it extren1ely difficult to use these bra

ckets as the basis for a canonical quantization schen1e. Several procedures

are a vailable for CirCl1111venting these problenls. ()ne exan1pIe is the direct

path-integral nlethod (f~addeev and Popov, 1967a, 1967b) for developing a
I~eynman diagran1 expansion consistent \vith the constraints. The" ghost"
particles vvhich occur in this procedure correspond precisely to the integTals

\vhich appear in Gab on the right hand sides of our Dirac brackets.

~>-\nother popular procedure (Sch\vinger, 1962a; IVlohapatra, 197 I a) which
\\;·e \vi11 sketch for con1pleteness gives up dealing \vith the strictly canonical

1110n1enta TC;~·. One ignores TC:~ cOlnpletely and transfornls the fields to the

radiation gauge

(6.5 I)

Then :Ta is split into a trans'verse part Pa and a longl·tudi1zal part equal to the

gradient of a scalar field <1>a ,

(6.5 2 ) :Tu == Pa \7<Pa ,

\\·here P" and <Pa ha ve their canonical properties {lefined by

(6·53)

(6·54)

7
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l'hus the Euler equation (6.25) and the gauge choice (6.51) imply

(6·55) V·pLJ ~ o.

T'hen one con1putes the Dirac brackets consistent with (6.5 I) and (6.55) find
ing that Pa and All obey the fan1iliar quantizable l\!laxwell field I)irac brackets
(5.32). i\t this point J one C2n use Eqs. (6.16) and (6.2Ia) to find the follo\ving
expressions:

(6·57)

ITsing l~q. (6.36), one then sol ves for <I>a ,

(6.5 R)

and expresses A~ in terms of <I>a ,

o ( 3 2An (x) = . d yG nb (x, y ,A) Vy <l>b(Y)'

Since 7t~ has been ignored, Eqs. (6.58) and (6.59) are taken to define the
properties of <Da and ...-\~~. l'he Han1iltonian can then be written

(6.60)

\,"here the Y<1>u· y<I)a tern1 is con1pared to the instantaneous Coulon1b energy
\vhich appears In interacting lVIax\vell electrod ynan1ics in the radiation
gauge.

\\Te prefer the techniques of the previous section, \vhere the variables
are all treated in a strictly canonical fashion. l\/loreover, there is a gauge in
\vhich the canonical procedure can be used directly to define the quantun1
theory: this is the subject of the next section.

E. i\XIAL GAUGE

We no\v explore the properties of the Yang-Mills field in the axial gauge

(6.6 I)

introduced by .l\.rno\vitt and Fickler (1962) (see also IVlohapatra, 1971 b;
IZonetschnyand KU111111Cr, 1975). Using the I-Ialniltonian (6.27 b) \ve find that

(6.62)
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Therefore Eq. (6.6 I) \vill not hold for all tinle unless

\Ve no\v adjoin (6.6 I) and (6.63) to the original constraints (6.26) to forn1
the set

'fhe Inatrix of l)oisson brackets is found to be

(6.65) C~~ (x ,y) == { ~:- (x) , q>~ (y)} =

o

o

o

Oab :;~

o

o

o

o

- Oab o

\\Tith appropriate boundary conditions gi ving the explicit solutions for the
dependent variables to be \vrittcn later, \\~C find the in verse of (6.65):

(6.66) [C-l]~5 (x ,)1) ==

r
lab (x ,--,V) - 0abG (x ,y) H ab (x ,)1) 0ab F (..1: , y)

Oab G (x ,y) 0 - O'-b l~-- (x ,.Y) 0

H ab (x ,y) - 0llb F (x , .1/) 0 0

0ab F (x ,y) 0 0 0

1~he functions F , G , H ab and lub obey

(6.67) F (x ,y) == 2:~ G (x ,y)

2;~ F' (x ,y) == 232~ G (x , y) == 03 (x - y)
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and are chosen to ha ve the explicit forn1s

(6.68) C; (x ,y) === ~ I x 3
- .-v3 I 02 (x - y)

F' (x ,y) === ~ E (.1'3 _y3) ~2 (x - -,v)

lI ab (x ,y) == 2;~' I ilh (x ,y) --l{211bc 7t~ (x) c; (x ,.-V)

\vhere E (x -- )1) is the algebraic sign of (:{~ - y). .Lr\ll ren1aining gauge free

donl is exhausted by the choice of boundary conditions in1plied by (6.68).
T'he I )irac brackets corresponding to Eq. (6.66) are

{ .\ tJ. (\ i\ v ()}* ~ ( !to v:~
...'l...a X) , ....'-1.b _v === 0ab ,g g

o ( !lO vz'
- ·ab g g

ll<) "0) F ( )g,.Jg x,y

II '" '1'0 /\ l' ( )] G ( \g' g ...'-1. 1' X J" X, )')

ItO '1'0 I ( )g' g ab,~1: , )'

(6. 7:J)

(6.7 1)

{ v. () "( )}* (' It z' :~" z' () v.:~ vi i ( )) F ( )7t;z x , 7tb Y === g2ab[ --g' g 7t[ X g' g 7t( _V X,_V

{ 7t~' (x) , ...~~ Cv)}* === (_g,t" _g'lOgVO) Oab 03 (x- y)

gtJ.:~ g"'" Oab 2";-- f~ (x ,y) - g!t1'g"O gSabL' 7t~: (x) G (x ,.-V)

v\le nO\\l take as our four independent \Tariables Ttl: , ...'\(: , i == I ,2, \\Thich
ha \'C the follo\ving I)irac brackets anl0ng thenlsel \Tes:

(6.7 2 )

{A:~ (x) , }\{ (y)}* === 0

r i () ;\ J ( )}* __ ~ iJ ~ ~3 ( )l 7ta X ,ll"b Y - - ° 0ab 0 X - Y .

]'hese are ranoniral brackets, \vith no fields on the right-hand side. 'l'he

strong constraints 9~ , 9~ and 9~ can no\v be used to show

(6·73)

so that ...f\;; IS a dependent variable:

(6·74)

r..., i ( 0 .1 2 Y)
• . ,-' l' 7t1l \. X , .1' , X , C;

rrhen 91 == 0 also itnplies

,... l' (~o 1 .2 .'1;) ;\ i (0 .1 ~2 ';)1
/.[c"abL' Ttb \:{, ,x ,x , '-) ...'-1. c X ,:t ,J: ,":' .

(6·75)

1----------------------------------------
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